To whom it may concern,

After seeing a post on the TCDSU instagram page about the renaming of this library, it was obvious to me who I wished to nominate. Historically, opera houses, statues and other such pieces of infrastructure have been named and renamed after people who we believe deserve to be honoured. This is all good and well until the politics changes and it becomes inappropriate. Having come across this issue ourselves I believe it would be redundant to go through the same again when another saint of ours goes sour.

Here is my proposal, in our society animals serve us in many ways other than as companions. They serve as emotional outlets, real friends and loyal servants to many, particularly those who are disabled. This year my dog Cara turns 10. She is everything but controversial. She is angelic and sweet and is a very important part of our family. I don’t see why this house of books couldn’t be named after her.
Attached is a photo of her.
Please receive this with an open mind,
thank you.
Sacha Pavry, 22335860